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Phonological sensitivity to morphosyntax
•Many phonological operations necessarily refer to 
morphological / morphosyntactic identity and constituency
•What are the properties of these operations, and in 
particular what restrictions are there on these operations?
•Phenomena:

◦Segmental alternations
◦Vowel/consonant harmony [Hansson 2007; Green & Hantgan-Sonko 2018; a.o.]
◦Prosody (stress) [Hayes 1995; Alderete 1999, 2001a, 2001b; a.o.]
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Theories
•Largely operating independently from one another 
(w/r/t predictions and implications)
◦Morphosyntax:

◦Distributed Morphology (DM) [Halle & Marantz 1993, Embick & Noyer 2001, a.o.]
◦Syntax/prosody:

◦Match Theory [Selkirk 2009, 2011, Elfner 2015, a.o.]
◦Morpho-phonology:

◦Stratal OT/Cophonology Theory/Indexed Constraints/Output-Output 
Correspondence [Kiparsky 2015, Antilla 1997, 2002, Benua 1997, a.o.]
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Cyclicity in phonology (Sundanese)
•Inkelas (2014:197) 

◦“Since the infix contains 
a consonant ([l] or [r]) 
that ordinarily blocks 
nasal harmony, the only 
way to account for 
nasal vowels following 
the infix is to assume 
that nasal harmony 
applies both on the 
root cycle and on the 
infixation cycle”
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Cyclicity in phonology

•Should cyclic effects be handled with 
literal cyclic application of phonological 
grammar, or through some other 
means?
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Main points for today
•Inkelas (1998, 2014): From the perspective of the prosodic 
phenomenon of grammatical tone, cyclicity is well supported
•The scope of a grammatical tone operation is constrained 
based on morpho-syntactic position
◦ [Inkelas 1998, Alderete 1999, 2001a, 2001b, Inkelas & Zoll 2007, Inkelas 2014, McPherson 2014, 

McPherson & Heath 2016, Rolle 2018]
•A cross-linguistic survey of grammatical tone [Rolle 2018] supports phonological cyclicity
•All alternatives do not adequately capture what I coin as the 
‘Dominant GT Asymmetry’
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Behavior of floating tones on lexical roots
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•Kabiye [Gur - Roberts 2016]



Phenomenon: 
Grammatical Tone (GT)
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Tonological processes

•[Yoruba – Hyman 2007:6, citing Laniran & Clements 2003:207]
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Grammatical tone definition
•Grammatical tone (GT): a tonological operation 
which is (1) not general across the phonological (i.e. 
tonological) grammar, and (2a) is restricted to the 
context of a specific morpheme or construction, or 
(2b) a natural class of morphemes or constructions 
◦(i.e. grammatically conditioned tone addition, deletion, 
replacement, shifting, assimilation, dissimilation, etc.)

◦ [See also Hyman 2016]
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Grammatical tone in Igbo
•Consider the Igbo data [Niger-Congo; Nigeria - Hyman & 
Schuh 1974:98-99)]

◦/LL/ /àgbà/~/ẹ̀gbà/ ‘jaw’
◦/LL/ /èŋwè/ ‘monkey’ 

•Here, two nouns in an associative construction 
appear with a high tone on either N1 or N2
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Grammatical tone in Igbo
•1) This is not phonologically general
◦i.e. / LL # LL / -/-> \ LH LL \ ~ \ LL HL \

•2) This is licensed by the associative 
construction (and not other constructions)
•3) Analysis is floating high tone Ⓗ
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Anatomy of GT
•Rolle [2018]) classifies several components:
◦Trigger: the morpheme or construction which 
licenses the tonological operation 

◦Target: the morpheme or morphemes which is the 
intended undergoer of a tonological operation 

◦Tune (or grammatical tune): the unique tone 
sequence (or set of tone sequences) which 
covaries with the grammatical tone construction
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Anatomy of GT
•Kalabari
[Ijoid - Harry & Hyman 2014]
•Target: noun 

◦ (the undergoer of the 
tonological process)

•Trigger: demonstrative 
mí /H/ ‘this’
•Tune: ⓁⒽ

◦ (covaries with 
demonstrative)
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GT with / mí ⓁⒽ / ‘this’ (neut.)
/HH/ /námá/ ‘meat’ \mí nàmá\ ‘this meat’
/LL/ /pùlo ̀/ ‘oil’ \mí pùló\ ‘this oil’
/HL/ /bélè/ ‘light’ \mí bèle ́\ ‘this light’
/LH/ /gàrɪ/́ ‘garri’ \mí gàrɪ́\ ‘this garri’
/HꜜH/ /ɓáꜜrá/ ‘hand’ \mí ɓàrá\ ‘this hand’



Two types of grammatical tone
•1) Concatenative Grammatical Tone: 
grammatical tone is added to the input tones
• 2) Replacive Grammatical Tone:
grammatical tone replaces the input tones
•Concatenative/Non-dominant vs. 
Replacive/Dominant
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Two types of grammatical tone
•Two types of grammatical tone (GT) schematized below
•Concatenative / Non-dominant
T + Ⓣ T Ⓣ T T T T Ⓣ
|  \/ | | | | /
τ τ τ τ τ τ
•Replacive / Dominant
T + Ⓣ Ⓣ Ⓣ
|  | /
τ τ τ τ τ τ
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Replacive vs. Concatenative GT
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Replacive tone with / mí ⓁⒽ / ‘this’ (neut.) Concatenative tone with / ⒽⓁ / IMPERATIVE

/HH/ /námá/ ‘meat’ \mí nàma ́\ ‘this meat’ /H/ /só/ ‘go’ \sô\ ‘go!’

/LL/ /pùlò/ ‘oil’ \mí pùló\ ‘this oil’ /L/ /sɔ̀/ ‘cook’ \sɔ᷈ \ ‘cook!’

/HL/ /béle ̀/ ‘light’ \mí bèle ́\ ‘this light’ /HH/ /kúró/ ‘fall’ \kúrô\ ‘fall!’

/LH/ /gàrɪ/́ ‘garri’ \mí gàrɪ́\ ‘this garri’ /LL/ /lɛ̀gɪ/̀ ‘sit down’ \lɛ̀gɪ ̂ \ ‘sit down!’

/HꜜH/ /ɓáꜜrá/ ‘hand’ \mí ɓàra ́\ ‘this hand’ /LH/ /ɗùkó/ ‘tell, talk’ \ɗùkô\ ‘tell (it)!’

[Kalabari language – Harry & Hyman 2014; personal fieldnotes] /HꜜH/ /ɔ́ꜜ lɔ/́ ‘hold’ \ɔ́ꜜ lɔ̂\ ‘hold (it)!’



Dominance effects
•Dominant: complete overwriting of the lexical prosodic properties of the stem
•Dominance effects frequently invoked in accentual systems 

◦ [Numerous languages surveyed in Alderete 2001a, 2001b]

•Indo-European accent studies 
◦ [Kiparsky & Halle 1977, Kiparsky 1982, 1984; Melvold 1986; Halle & Vergnaud 1987a,b; Steriade 1988; Golston 1990; Blevins 1993; 

Sandell 2011; Petit 2016; Kushnir 2018; see Yates 2017 for extensive references]

•Other languages
◦ Xârâcùù [Rivierre 1978]
◦ Japanese [Poser 1984, Kawahara 2015]
◦ Moses-Columbia Salish [Czaykowska-Higgins 1993]
◦ Hausa [Inkelas 1998]
◦ The Dogon family [McPherson 2013, 2014:61fn3, McPherson & Heath 2016]
◦ Ese Ejja [Rolle 2017, 2018, Rolle & Vuillermet 2019]
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Generalization: 
Dominant GT 
Asymmetry
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Dominant GT Asymmetry
•A cross-linguistic survey reveals the following [Rolle 2018]
•Dominant GT Asymmetry: within a multi-morphemic 
constituent in a GT construction, a Replacive/Dominant 
trigger is morphologically outward compared to the target
◦E.g. the trigger is a dependent and the target is a lexical head (+ 
inner dependents)

◦E.g. the trigger is an affix and the target is a stem (+ inner 
affixes)  Thus, parallel between word and phrase-level

•No such restriction occurs with Concatenative tone
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Major generalization w/r/t 
hierarchical structure

•Concatenative
◦The trigger can 
be higher than 
the target (KH)

OR
◦The target can be 
higher than the 
trigger (HK)
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•Replacive/
Dominant
◦The trigger must
be higher than 
the target (KH)

•The target 
cannot be higher 
than the trigger 
(H-/->K)



Supports ‘strict base mutation’

•A central thesis of Alderete’s (2001a, 2001b) study of 
stress/accentual systems: affixes can be dominant 
over roots but roots cannot be dominant over affixes
•Similar conclusions are made in Inkelas (1998) for 
tone in Hausa, though without a larger typology
•[also Hyman 2011, 2016, 2018]
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C-Command 
sensitive tonology

•McPherson (2014), 
McPherson & Heath (2016)
•Constraint XL DEM: assess a 
violation for every word c-
commanded by the 
demonstrative that is not 
included in its {LTONE} domain
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Dominant GT Asymmetry
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Inward direction: AffixStem
Both concatenative and replacive possible

•Hausa language [Chadic: Nigeria/Niger]
◦Replacive/Dominant affix (first example)
◦Concatenative/Non-dominant affix (second 
example)
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Inward direction:
Modifier Lexical head
•Makonde 
language
◦ [Bantu –

Kraal 2005]

Concatenative Replacive/
Dominant



Dominant GT Asymmetry
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Outward direction: Dominant GT 
Asymmetry – Root/StemAffix
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•Kabiye [Gur - Roberts 2016]



Outward direction: Dominant GT 
Asymmetry – Root/StemAffix
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•Fake Kabiye not an attested system [Rolle 2018]



Major generalizations
•If an affix or dependent is toneless (i.e. unvalued), it 
readily takes floating tone from a root
•However, if it has underlying tone (i.e. valued), the 
affix tones are not automatically deleted
•Take away point: Root-sponsored floating tone is not 
Replacive/Dominant
•Take away term: We can call this the “no outward 
dominance” principle (following Inkelas 1998)
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Conclusion: 
Support for cyclicity
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Series of problems with Replacive/ 
Dominant GT[Rolle 2018]

•Kalabari (Harry & Hyman 2014)
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Origin problem  floating tonemes

•Both Replacive/Dominant and 
Concatenative/Non-dominant 
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Scope problem  Cophonology theory

•Hausa [Inkelas 1998]
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Scope problem  Cophonology theory

•Hausa [Inkelas 1998]
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Dominant GT Asymmetry
•If erasure is dominance, and
•If dominance is attributed to a specific cophonological
grammar, and
•Given that cophonological grammars are bound to their 
cycle
•Then an inner morpheme can never be dominant 
(Replacive) over an outer morpheme 
◦e.g. a root onto an affix

•And the Dominant GT Asymmetry is expected
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•Model 
comp-
arison
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Analysis
•To ensure Dominant GT Asymmetry, necessitates need 
for an inside-out cyclic model
•Cophonology Theory the advantage of being 
intrinsically cyclic [Inkelas 1998; Stem Scope – Inkelas & Zoll 2007]

•Triggers of Replacive/Dominant tone are associated 
with a special ‘dominant’ cophonology, whose scope is 
defined based on morpho-syntactic structure
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Models with intrinsic scope ensure 
the Dominant GT Asymmetry
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Model without intrinsic scope: 
Circumfixal-CC [Trommer 2011]
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Last question to audience
•Do you know of any cases which contradict 
this Dominant GT Asymmetry? 
•E.G.
◦floating tone associated with a root replacing tone 
of affix

◦Noun or verb replacing tone of a modifier (e.g. 
adjective, demonstrative, etc.)

◦Verb replacing tone of its object
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•Cline
between 
concate-
native (here 
=floating) 
tone and 
dominant/re
placive tone
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Morpho-syntactic module maps to 
morpho-phonological module via spell-out 
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Outward direction: Dominant Tone 
Asymmetry – Root/StemAffix
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Outward direction: Dominant Tone 
Asymmetry – Lexical HeadDependent
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•Izon (Ijoid: Nigeria) [Rolle, fieldnotes on Gbarain Dialect]



Outward direction: Dominant Tone 
Asymmetry – Lexical HeadDependent
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•Izon (Ijoid: Nigeria) [personal fieldnotes on Gbarain Dialect]



Counter-examples to ‘no outward 
dominance’ – Shanghai Wu
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Counter-examples to ‘no outward 
dominance’ – Shanghai Wu
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